Skid Tank

Smart bulk supply solution
Compact air gas cryogenic vessel

- Integrated storage and supply system
  - Cryogenic vessel
  - Ambient vaporizer
- Less than 43 ft\(^2\) (4 m\(^2\)) footprint
- Compatible with Air Liquide onsite mixer (ARCAL™ brand)

Designed to accommodate your needs

- Gas consumption from 15,000–100,000 scf/month
- 800 gallon (3,000 liter) storage capacity
- Operating pressure from 20–490 psig (1–32 bar)
- Normal flow rate up to 4,500 scf/hour
- Gaseous or cryogenic liquid usage

iDATAL™ real time vessel monitoring*

- Alarm status
- Consumption information

Skid Tank Typical Specifications

- 800 gallon (3,000 liter)
- 250 psig (16 bar) PED-compliant
- Weight for medium pressure: 4,542 lbs. (2,060 kg)
- Weight for high-pressure: 5,400 lbs. (2,450 kg)

* Optional
Benefit from Air Liquide’s proven expertise in bulk logistics

- Reliable and flexible bulk supply provided by Air Liquide’s world class logistics including a large fleet and vast infrastructure
- Automatic reordering with telemetry

Available gases...

- Argon
- Nitrogen
- Oxygen
- Other gas mixtures via onsite mixer

and Air Liquide brands for any application

- ALPHAGAZ™ pure gases for analytical use
- ARCAL™ for arc welding
- LASAL™ for laser welding and cutting
Quick and easy installation

1. Delivered completely assembled
2. Installed and connected by Air Liquide
3. Ready for first fill by Air Liquide

The skid tank from Air Liquide is ready to use within hours of delivery at your site!

Skid tanks from Air Liquide are a safe and reliable bulk supply solution
Enjoy smart bulk gas supply solutions adapted to your needs

**Ready to install**
Compact liquid storage tank with easy and quick installation

**Easy to use**
Air Liquide safely manages your entire gas supply—no more cylinder handling or asset management

**Save money**
Optimized installation cost and fewer deliveries thanks to larger storage capacity
World leader in gases, technologies and services for Industry and Health, Air Liquide is present in 80 countries with close to 50,000 employees and serves more than 2 million customers and patients.
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